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Importanța de a promova cercetarea

Discovery

Analysis

PublicationOutreach

Assessment

• Get noticed by potential collaborators

• Identify researchers for mentorship

• Enhance the reputation of yourself, 
department and institution

• Demonstrate the breadth of your research to:
• Hiring committees
• Funding agencies
• Tenure evaluators



Conduct 
research

Publish 
findings

Promote 
output

Obtain
funding
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Valoarea pentru cercetători și administratori

Quickly find relevant papers from 
the world’s leading sources to 
inform your research

Instantly access the full text PDFs

Save time authoring your 
manuscript with a tool that 
creates your bibliography for you

Easily identify leading journals to 
publish in that can maximize your 
reach and influence

Showcase the full picture of your 
scholarly contributions in a 
multidimensional public profile 
that records your papers, 
citations, collaboration network, 
peer reviews, and editorial 
activity in one place. Save time preparing your P&T 

dossier and grant applications 
using an automated CV 
generator.

Web of Science

EndNote Click
(formerly Kopernio)

Journal Citation Reports

EndNote Publons
(part of Web of Science)

Publons CV
(part of Web of Science)

Submit more competitive funding 
applications using objective, 
verifiable statistics for your 
research

Web of Science



Web of Science Author Records
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Showcase your research
Demonstrate your impact to a worldwide audience



Name ambiguity is a frequently encountered 
problem in the scholarly community:
▪ Different researchers publish under the same 

name
▪ Individual researchers publish under many names
▪ Languages and cultural naming conventions 

introduce additional challenges
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What is author disambiguation?

Also published as:
• Avram Noam Chomsky
• N. Chomsky 
• ينعوم تشومسك 
• חומסקינועם

Author disambiguation is a process that aims to find 
all publications that belong to a given author and 
distinguish them from publications of other authors 
who share the same name.
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Author Search

Search by Web of Science 
ResearcherID

or ORCiD

Author Search guides you through the process
of locating the author you are looking for,
regardless of how common their name is.

Search by Author
with type-ahead functionality
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Author Search

Authors
Promote your research worldwide & ensure
that others can find your publications.

Librarians and administrators
Improve the scholarly record for your
institution by submitting feedback for your
faculty.
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Author Search

• Bulk remove publications by institution when submitting 
a curation. 

• Direct link to the Citation Report from the Author Record 
pages.

• Author Network box on claimed profiles shows frequent 
collaborators.

• How often authors are in first, last or reprint author 
position. 

• Stable URLs for claimed records, enabling closer 
integration between a researcher's private Publons 
dashboard and their WoS Author Record. 

• Claimed status on Author Search results pages.
• Impact Beamplots

• Seamless integration with Publons to turn ORCID 
imports and WoS article level exports into publication 
claims in Author Records.

New features

Future plans
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Author Impact Beamplot

Beamplots are graphical representations of the citation
performance of a researcher’s publications.

Beamplots use normalized citation percentiles as a
means of comparing the citation performance of
publications. This allows to:

✓ View article performance in appropriate context

✓ See performance change over time

WHITE PAPER > Interpreting the citation performance
of individual researchers with beamplots

ISI REPORT > Profiles, not metrics

© Clarivate 2021

https://discover.clarivate.com/beamplots-whitepaper?campaignname=Beamplots_Launch_SAR_Global_2021&campaignid=7014N000001r&utm_campaign=Beamplots_Launch_SAR_Global_2021&utm_source=blog&utm_medium=press
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/dlm_uploads/2019/07/WOS_ISI_Report_ProfilesNotMetrics_008.pdf
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Publons

© Clarivate 2021

• Create a profile or browse Publons for free at publons.com.

• Import publications from Web of Science, ORCID, or your 
bibliographic reference manager (e.g., EndNote or Mendeley)

• View trusted citation metrics, automatically imported from 
the Web of Science Core Collection

• Build and display your verified peer review and journal 
editing history, powered by partnerships with thousands of 
scholarly journals

• Download a record summarizing your scholarly impact as an 
author, editor, and peer reviewer. 

Link to Publons

All publications, citation metrics, peer reviews, and
journal editing work in one, easy-to-maintain profile.

https://publons.com/researcher/?is_core_collection=1&order_by=verified_reviews_performed_last_12_months


InCites Benchmarking & Analytics
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InCites Benchmarking & Analytics

© Clarivate 2021

Link to Publons

Web based tool, providing end users with transparent, replicable metrics
based on Web of Science data.

https://publons.com/researcher/?is_core_collection=1&order_by=verified_reviews_performed_last_12_months


Consistent metadata feed reliable analysis

70 M+ publications

1980-2021

70+ indicators

InCites

223 countries/regions

16 categories systems

5 Open Access versionsUpdated monthly

1200 + unified funders

12K+ unified publishers

15K+ unified organizations

39 document types

700+ categories

https://incites.help.clarivate.com/Content/Research-Areas/research-areas.htm
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A Diversity of Indicators

Productivity
and Impact

Normalization Top Performance Collaborations

Web of Science 
Documents

Times Cited

Citation Impact

h-Index

Percentile and Average 
percentile

Category Normalized 
Citation Impact

Impact Relative to World

% Docs in Top 1%

% Docs in Top 10%

% Industry Collaborations

Counts and % 
Int’l Collaborations

Journal Intelligence

Publishing Country

Journal Impact Factor

Eigenfactor

5-Year Journal 
Impact Factor

Journal Quartile

Journal Normalized 
Citation Impact

Funding Agency

% Docs Cited

% Docs by JIF Quartile

Highly Cited Papers

% Highly Cited Papers

% Hot Papers

# Docs by Journal

Affiliation

Country/Region/
Province/State

Immediacy Index

Cited Half Life

Article Influence

Open Access counts, %

Author Position

Counts and % 
Corresponding Author

Counts and % First Author

Counts and % Last Author
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Identify and promote strengths of your research

✓ Use system reports to collect highlights
about your research organization and
apply data for internal or external
promotion.

✓ Export visualizations.
✓ Expand visualization, obtain source data

and visualize them in a preferred
software/tool.

System Reports on Organization or
Researcher level can provide a large-
scale data, publishing trends.

Identify top research fields, important
collaborations, most impactful papers
published, etc.
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Use cases for showcasing your research

What are the top 
producing Research Areas 

at your organization?

Who are the most-cited 
Researchers in a specific Research 

Area at your organization?

Which organizations collaborate 
most frequently with yours and 

have the most impact?

How does your research 
output and impact 

compare to your peer 
institutions?



International rankings
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Higher rankings deliver prestige and more funding, the best 
faculty and students

Web of Science is uniquely positioned to 
deliver a new generation of 360- degree 
metrics, beyond citations, better reflective 
of innovation and real-world impact.

Better research drives better rankings
Web of Science is the trusted partner to many of the
world’s top-ranking and assessment organizations
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US News Best Global Universities Rankings Reports

38 Subject Categories
Methodology Examples: Total Citations, Normalized Citation Impact, International Collaborations



Showcase your research expertise 
through VIVO
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How are you organizing, visualizing, showcasing your institution’s 
activities?

Researchers use networking tools to find collaborators from other disciplines, both within their
organization and from other organizations.

Administrators need to fulfil their institutional missions to ensure that research is open and
transparent whilst promoting collaborations and celebrating accomplishments.

Institutions are under pressure to publicize their research expertise to promote collaborations
within their own institution, with other academic/government research institutions, and with
industry.
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Key outcomes through VIVO
VIVO delivers a connected, integrated view of your organization's research

Researcher 
discovery

Collaboration 
networks

Search 
Engine 

Optimization

Customizable 
Design Clarivate is a certified VIVO 

partner >

One-stop shop for scholarly data that can be reused and transformed for 
specific purposes.

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/vivo/
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Highlight expertise and promote collaboration

At its core, VIVO is about making the scholarly
and research activities of your institution
discoverable – with the emphasis on people,
their expertise, activities, and
accomplishments.

VIVO Demo Site: https://clarivatevivo.com/

https://clarivatevivo.com/
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Highlight expertise and promote collaboration

Enhanced search functions to support research collaboration - browse and narrow search results using
different search filters - easily find potential collaborators.

Visualizations include interactive co-author network and map of science.
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Populate your VIVO

Explore how the 
researcher profiles 
within VIVO may be 
pre-populated 
through Author 
Match Service or by 
connecting 
Converis. 

Author 
Match 
Service

•Web of Science data only

•Delivers clean author profiles 
drawn from Web of Science 
data. Departmental structure 
may be included.

Converis

•Multiple Data Sources

• Integrates data from HR system 
and Web of Science along with 
other research outputs 
including grants/projects to 
deliver an expanded researcher 
profile within VIVO

The above visual outlines a simplified view of data 
management integrations from Clarivate.



Manage your institution’s complete 
research information lifecycle with 
Converis

27© Clarivate 2021
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Managing the complete research information lifecycle

Assess researcher and team 
productivity to make data-driven 
resource allocation, staffing and 
planning decisions.

Track activities across your institution 
to monitor your progress towards 
strategic goals in real time.

Evaluate the success of your research 
grants and programs, and report results 
to internal and external stakeholders.

Showcase your institution’s expertise in 
a public research portal to attract 
funders and collaborators.

How does your institution collect and use data across systems?
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Converis
Effective, efficient and flexible data management

Make confident, data-
driven decisions, save 
time and money by 
operating more efficiently, 
and reduce administrative 
burden across your 
institution. 



© 2020 Clarivate. All rights reserved. Republication or redistribution of Clarivate content, including by framing or similar means, is prohibited without the prior 
written consent of Clarivate. Clarivate and its logo, as well as all other trademarks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners and used under license.

Vă mulțumesc!

Adriana FILIP

Solutions Consultant

adriana.filip@clarivate.com

www.clarivate.com

mailto:adriana.filip@clarivate.com
http://www.clarivate.com/
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Additional resources

Web of Science Learning > 

Web of Science Academy >

Events & Webinars >

LibGuides >

Videos >

Web of Science Blog >

Web of Science news hub >

Researcher Recognition >

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/support/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/web-of-science-academy/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/webinars/on-demand-webinars/
https://clarivate.libguides.com/home
https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/blog/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/news/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/researcher-recognition/
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Customer Service - Available 24x5
support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch

LIVE CHAT Click here to reach a WoS agent

PHONE Dial +44 8003288044

EMAIL or WEBFORM WoSG.support@clarivate.com or click here to send us a Webform

KNOWLEDGE BASE
Click here to visit our extensive Knowledge Base

Links to popular articles include: Remote Access to WoS, h-index Information

https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/apex/CA_Prechatform_SAR?endpoint=https%3A%2F%2Fzwv3.la3-c1-ia2.salesforceliveagent.com%2Fcontent%2Fs%2Fchat%3Flanguage%3Den_US%23deployment
mailto:WoSG.support@clarivate.com
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/Product-or-technical-question?language=en_US
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/topic/0TO41000001zop5GAA/scientific-and-academic-research?language=en_US&tabset-31354=2
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/article/Web-of-Science-Access?language=en_US
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/article/Web-of-Science-h-index-information?language=en_US

